MIXED CONTAINERS
LAB RECYCLING

BOTTLES

[ DO NOT RECYCLE ANYTHING THAT CONTAINED BIOHAZARDS (INCLUDING RECOMBINANT DNA), HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL RESIDUES OR RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS. FOLLOW EH&S DISPOSAL GUIDELINES. DO NOT RECYCLE ANY ITEM THAT COULD PUNCTURE PLASTIC BAGS.]

CONTAINERS

[ MUST BE EMPTY AND DRY. DEFACE LABELS. DISCARD CAPS. CONTAINERS ONLY ACCEPTABLE IF THEY CONTAINED ACETONE, ALCOHOLS, HEXANE, TOOLENE, XYLENE, NON-TOXIC BUFFERS, SALTS, SUGARS, NUTRIENTS OR CLEANING PRODUCTS. ]

PACKAGING

[ ONLY CLEAN NON-HAZARDOUS MATERIALS ARE ACCEPTED. IF IN DOUBT, DISPOSE AS HAZARDOUS WASTE.]

Learn more at www.uwrecycling.com